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I.  INTRODUCTION

Chairman Jordan, Ranking Member Nadler, and members of the Committee, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”) is pleased to appear before you today to discuss the FTC’s work to protect Americans from unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices.1

The FTC is an independent agency that comprises three bureaus: the Bureau of Competition (“BC”); the Bureau of Consumer Protection (“BCP”); and the Bureau of Economics, which supports both BC and BCP. To strengthen the FTC’s ability to keep pace with technological challenges in the digital marketplace, the FTC also recently announced the creation of an Office of Technology, which is supporting the agency’s law enforcement and policy work.

This testimony provides an overview of the FTC’s competition work, highlighting some of the agency’s major recent activities and initiatives, as well as major challenges. It also provides a discussion of the Commission’s efforts to protect consumers from unfair or deceptive practices and the FTC’s international efforts to advance both missions. Finally, the testimony discusses resource constraints and limitations on the Commission’s authorities, which are ripe for Congress to address.

II.  COMPETITION MISSION

The FTC enforces the competition laws in many crucial sectors of our economy. Our competition mission is driven by the tenet that vigorous antitrust enforcement is critical to the growth and dynamism of our economy, as well as to our shared prosperity and liberty. Recent decades, however, have vividly illustrated how Americans lose out when markets become more

---

1 This written statement presents the views of the Federal Trade Commission. The oral statements and responses to questions reflect the views of individual Commissioners, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Commission or any other Commissioner.
consolidated and less competitive. Prices rise, wages fall, innovation suffers, and our markets become more fragile and less resilient. In light of these troubling realities, the FTC has been reassessing how we can enforce the antitrust laws to maximize our efficacy. Although this process is ongoing, as detailed below, we are proud of the significant accomplishments we have already made on this front.

A. Utilizing the FTC’s Full Set of Competition Tools

When Congress created the FTC, it gave the agency a wide range of authorities to combat unfair methods of competition. To ensure the Commission is faithfully discharging its statutory obligations, the FTC has renewed its commitment to use its entire suite of authorities to maximize the agency’s impact and faithfully execute the agency’s mission.

Notably, the Commission issued a policy statement outlining the scope of Section 5 of the FTC Act, an authority Congress provided to the FTC to combat unfair conduct that lies outside the boundaries of the Sherman Act. Reactivating the Commission’s competition rulemaking authority under Section 6(g) of the FTC Act is also central to this effort. In January, the Commission proposed a rule that would ban employers from imposing noncompete restrictions on workers in all but a limited set of circumstances. The Commission took extensive steps to inform the public about the proposed rule to ensure that all viewpoints were heard during the public comment period and is now considering the input collected on the record before determining how to proceed.

---

4 On February 16, 2023, the FTC hosted a public forum to provide an opportunity for people to directly share their experiences with noncompetes. FTC, FTC Forum Examining Proposed Rule to Ban Noncompete Clauses (Feb. 16, 2023), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/events/2023/02/ftc-forum-examining-proposed-rule-ban-noncompete-clauses.
B. Prioritizing Vigorous Merger Enforcement to Combat Industry Consolidation

Together, the FTC and the Department of Justice Antitrust Division ("DOJ") represent the American people’s front-line defense against unlawful industry consolidation, and stopping illegal mergers is central to that mission. Consistent with that, over the past 18 months, the FTC has moved to challenge major transactions in critical sectors of the economy, including semiconductors, defense, energy, healthcare, mortgage technology, digital markets, and pharmaceuticals.\(^5\) This includes filing suit to block nine mergers outright,\(^6\) as well as scrutinizing thirteen other anticompetitive mergers that parties have abandoned after the agency indicated competition concerns but before it filed a complaint.\(^7\)

---


The Commission is particularly concerned about mergers that may cause significant economywide harm. For instance, in May the Commission challenged a $13.1 billion merger between the two leading providers of mortgage technology, Intercontinental Exchange, Inc. and Black Knight.8 The FTC’s complaint alleges that the merger would eliminate competition between the merging parties for certain key mortgage processing platforms and tools used by lenders to secure the best interest rates for customers, leading to higher prices for lenders and homebuyers.9

The FTC is also taking steps to better capture the full set of ways in which mergers can harm competition. Central to this effort is placing greater weight on assessing both non-horizontal and forward-looking competitive harm. For example, in December 2021, the FTC sued to stop U.S. chip supplier Nvidia’s proposed $40 billion acquisition of U.K. chip design provider Arm.10 More than two months into its litigation with the FTC, Nvidia abandoned its acquisition of Arm—representing the first abandonment of a litigated vertical merger in many years.11 This effort also includes the Commission’s February 2022 lawsuit to block Lockheed’s proposed acquisition of Aerojet, a $4.4 billion defense merger that would have eliminated the country’s only remaining independent supplier of key missile propulsion inputs and given Lockheed the ability to cut off its competitors’ access to these critical components.12

---


9 Id.

10 See FTC Sues to Block $40 Billion Semiconductor Chip Merger, supra note 6.

11 In addition to Nvidia/Arm, the FTC has a pending challenge to Microsoft’s proposed $69 billion acquisition of independent videogame company Activision Blizzard. See FTC Seeks to Block Microsoft Corp.’s Acquisition of Activision Blizzard, Inc., supra note 6. In particular, the FTC’s December 2022 complaint highlights how Microsoft could use its control over Activision Blizzard’s valuable content to undermine competition for videogame consoles as well as fast growing game subscription services and cloud-gaming. See id.

The Commission also remains committed to stopping harmful mergers between direct competitors, especially in markets for healthcare services. Those mergers threaten patients with higher cost and lower quality care\textsuperscript{13} and healthcare workers with lower wages and poorer working conditions.\textsuperscript{14} In February 2022, the two largest healthcare systems in Rhode Island, Lifespan Corp. and Care New England Health System, called off their merger after the FTC, in conjunction with the Rhode Island Attorney General, sought to block the merger.\textsuperscript{15} And on the same day in June 2022, the Commission voted to block two proposed hospital mergers: HCA’s acquisition of Steward Health Care System\textsuperscript{16} and RWJBarnabas’s acquisition of Saint Peter’s Healthcare System.\textsuperscript{17} The FTC will continue to identify and challenge hospital mergers that threaten access to critical healthcare services.

\textsuperscript{13} See, e.g., Zack Cooper et al., \textit{The Price Ain’t Right? Hospital Prices and Health Spending on the Privately Insured}, 134 Q.J. ECON. 51 (2019); Nancy Beaulieu et al., \textit{Changes in Quality of Care after Hospital Mergers and Acquisitions}, 382 NEW ENG. J. MED. 51 (2020). For surveys of the research literature, see, e.g., Martin Gaynor & Robert Town, \textit{The Impact of Hospital Consolidation, The SYNTHESIS PROJECT, ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION} (June 2012), http://www.rwjf.org/content/dam/farm/reports/issue_briefs/2012/rwjf733261; Martin Gaynor, Kate Ho & Robert Town, \textit{The Industrial Organization of Health-Care Markets}, 53 J. ECON. LITERATURE 235 (2015).


The Commission also acts to ensure that companies are incentivized to innovate and to make their pharmaceutical products available at affordable prices. In May 2023, the Commission filed a federal court action to block Amgen’s $27.8 billion acquisition of Horizon Therapeutics, alleging that the deal would allow Amgen to leverage its portfolio of blockbuster drugs to entrench the monopoly positions of Horizon medications used to treat thyroid eye disease and chronic refractory gout. According to the Commission, Amgen has a history of leveraging its broad portfolio of drugs to gain advantages over potential rivals, for example through cross-market bundling, which involves conditioning rebates on blockbuster drugs in exchange for receiving preferred placement for Amgen’s other medications. The complaint alleges that these bundling strategies make it harder for smaller rivals to compete against Amgen, with its full line of products.18 The Attorneys General from six states have joined the FTC in this federal court litigation.

C. Bringing Clarity and Efficiency to Merger Review

For the past year, the Commission has been working with the DOJ to examine how the agencies can more readily detect potentially problematic deals. Pursuant to the Hart-Scott-Rodino (“HSR”) Act of 1976, the federal antitrust agencies issue rules to ensure that we receive the information we need to be able to identify anticompetitive mergers and investigate them fully to determine whether to seek to block any that are likely to cause harm.19 After conducting a top-to-bottom review of the information that market participants currently submit in premerger notification filings, the Commission has initiated a rulemaking to propose the collection of

---

18 In June, the FTC and DOJ released a summary of a two-day workshop that explored new approaches to enforcement of the antitrust laws in the pharmaceutical industry. Some of the approaches mentioned include applying heightened scrutiny to certain combinations that may increase the risk of anticompetitive bundling or cross-market leverage. Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC, DOJ Issue Summary on Joint Pharmaceutical Merger Analysis Workshop (June 1, 2023), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2023/06/ftc-doj-issue-summary-joint-pharmaceutical-merger-analysis-workshop.

additional information that the agencies need to more effectively and efficiently identify
transactions that warrant deeper investigation.20 These proposed changes represent the first
significant re-examination of the HSR premerger notification program since the rules were first
adopted in 1978. Since the adoption of the premerger notification program rules in 1978,
transactions have become more complex, with the rise of new investment vehicles and changes
in corporate strategy. Moreover, there have been increasing concerns that antitrust review has not
sufficiently addressed the impact of mergers between firms that do not directly compete, or the
effects of corporate consolidation on American workers and growth via acquisition in the
technology and digital platform economies. The proposed changes would require filers to
disclose additional information so that the agencies have a more complete picture about the
proposed transaction’s competitive impact, which would improve the efficiency of premerger
review and ensure that the agencies can protect all stakeholders—including consumers, workers,
and small businesses—from the harmful effects of mergers. The proposed changes are necessary
so that the agencies can harness their limited resources to focus on those deals that are most
likely to unlawfully lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly. Many of the updates in the
proposal reflect data already collected by antitrust authorities around the world. For example,
competition enforcers in other jurisdictions already require firms to provide narrative responses
with information about business lines, the transaction’s structure and rationale, business
overlaps, and vertical and other relationships. Accordingly, much of what would be required in
the updated HSR form should be familiar to market participants and their counsel.

20 Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC and DOJ Propose Changes to HSR Form for More Effective, Efficient
changes-hsr-form-more-effective-efficient-merger-review.
The proposed rule would also implement provisions of the Merger Filing Fee Modernization Act of 2022, which require companies to disclose information in their HSR filing about subsidies received from certain foreign governments and entities. Public comments on the proposed rulemaking are due August 28, 2023.

D. Targeting Anticompetitive Conduct for Maximum Impact

Despite a heavy merger workload, the FTC continues to maintain and develop a robust program to identify and stop anticompetitive conduct.

The FTC continues to scrutinize digital markets, recognizing that distinct features of digital technologies have ushered in new market dynamics and business strategies that require us to update our enforcement approach. Dominant digital platforms have captured control over key arteries of commerce and communications in ways that can undermine competition. The FTC’s investigations in digital markets recognize the critical role of data, network externalities, moat building strategies, and other key factors to ensure that our enforcement is reflecting commercial realities.

Notably, the FTC continues to prosecute its complaint against Facebook (now Meta) in a lawsuit that, in addition to other forms of relief, seeks the divestment of Instagram and WhatsApp. The FTC’s amended complaint highlights the competitive importance of data and notes that privacy degradation can constitute an antitrust harm—a fact that the court also acknowledged when it denied Facebook’s motion to dismiss the FTC’s case.

---

The FTC’s litigation against Surescripts, an e-prescription giant, also remains ongoing.\textsuperscript{23} The FTC alleges that Surescripts intentionally kept e-prescription customers from using additional platforms (a practice known as multi-homing) through its use of anticompetitive exclusivity agreements, threats, and other exclusionary tactics. That conduct resulted in the exclusion of all meaningful competition in prescription routing and eligibility, leading to higher prices, reduced innovation, lower output, and no customer choice.

Additionally, the FTC recently finalized a consent order in May 2023 settling charges that Mastercard used illegal business tactics to force merchants to route debit card payments through its payment network.\textsuperscript{24} Under the order, Mastercard will have to start providing competing networks with customer account information that these networks need to process debit payments. This reverses a tactic Mastercard allegedly had been using to prevent merchants from using competing networks to process certain ecommerce debit payments.

The FTC continues to prioritize and investigate allegations that employer conduct is harming workers. Between January and March 2023, the agency filed four separate enforcement actions under Section 5 resulting in three companies and two individuals dropping noncompete restrictions that they imposed on thousands of workers that barred them from seeking or accepting work with another employer or operating a competing business after they left the company.\textsuperscript{25}

The Commission is also committed to preventing anticompetitive conduct that harms American farmers. In September 2022, the Commission and a bipartisan coalition of ten state Attorneys General charged the two largest pesticides manufacturers, Syngenta and Corteva, with maintaining their monopoly positions by paying distributors to block competitors from selling their cheaper generic products to farmers.\(^{26}\) The complaint alleges that Syngenta Crop Protection and Corteva, Inc. rely on pay-to-block schemes in which distributors get paid only if they limit their dealings with competing manufacturers. The legal issue in this case is whether the antitrust laws bar firms from extending their patent monopolies through programs that require distributors \emph{not} to buy cheaper generic products.\(^{27}\) But for farmers the question is more practical: Do the antitrust laws protect them from abusive monopoly practices that threaten their livelihood by denying them access to cheaper versions of products they have to buy? This case is pending in federal court in North Carolina.\(^{28}\)

\textbf{E. FTC Research and Policy Development Related to Healthcare Competition}

Through Section 6(b) of the FTC Act, Congress gave the agency broad investigative powers to conduct market-wide inquiries that allow us to keep pace with new business practices and market trends. A primary focus of Commission research and policy has been healthcare markets. For example, last June, the Commission authorized a 6(b) study of the contracting

\begin{itemize}
  \item The FTC has a long history of suing pharmaceutical companies for illegal pay-for-delay agreements that extend their patent monopolies and delay generic entry. \textit{See FTC v. Actavis, Inc.}, 570 U.S. 136 (2013).
  \item \textit{See FTC v. Syngenta & Corteva}, No. 22-cv-828 (M.D.N.C.).
\end{itemize}
practices of pharmacy benefits managers (“PBMs”). In May and June 2023, the FTC expanded that ongoing inquiry to issue additional compulsory orders to three group purchasing organizations (“GPOs”) that negotiate drug rebates on behalf of other PBMs. The Commission issued these orders after seeking and receiving public input from a wide variety of stakeholders. This comprehensive study will shine a light on the opaque operations of these large pharmacy middlemen who can dictate the pricing and access to life-saving drugs for so many Americans.

F. Broader Research Agenda and Policy Development

In addition to healthcare markets, the Commission continues to make long-term investments to maximize the impact of our research and policy work in other areas. To tackle the pressing issues of today and tomorrow, we are broadening our institutional skillsets to ensure we are fully grasping market realities, especially as the economy becomes increasingly digitized. As mentioned above, the Commission launched its new Office of Technology to strengthen the FTC’s ability to keep pace with technological challenges in the digital marketplace. Just one


month later, the Commission announced an RFI on cloud computing.\textsuperscript{33} The Commission is gathering information to better understand key features of cloud computing; the potential for outages from large cloud providers to have widespread impact on large parts of the economy that rely on them; security risks; and issues related to market power and business practices affecting competition.

In November 2021, in response to reported bottlenecks, shortages, and rising consumer prices, the Commission used its 6(b) authority to order nine large retailers, wholesalers, and consumer goods suppliers to provide detailed information needed to better grasp both the factors that have contributed to supply chain disruptions and how they may have contributed to bottlenecks, shortages, anticompetitive practices, or rising consumer prices.\textsuperscript{34}

In addition to these inquiries, the Commission has several others underway. The FTC opened one inquiry in December 2020 and asked nine social media and video streaming companies to provide data on how they collect, use, and present personal information, their advertising and user engagement practices, and how their practices affect children and teens.\textsuperscript{35} Another inquiry began in January 2021 and is part of a broader initiative by the Bureau of Economics to revamp its merger retrospective program. There, the FTC issued orders to six health insurance companies to provide information that will allow the agency to study the effects


of physician group and healthcare facility consolidation that occurred from 2015 through 2020. Then, in March 2023, the Commission requested public comment on franchise agreements and franchisor business practices, including how franchisors may exert control over franchisees and their workers. This request followed public input suggesting that certain practices in franchising may disfavor franchisees. Each of these inquiries help guide FTC enforcement efforts as well as fulfill its unique mission as an expert agency that studies market trends and recommends solutions for policymakers.

The FTC is also drawing on this research to issue policy papers to inform policymakers about how pending legislation may affect competition. In August 2022, the FTC issued a policy paper and fact sheet highlighting the pitfalls of using Certificates of Public Advantage (“COPAs”), which purport to shield hospital mergers from antitrust laws in favor of state oversight. The paper details research showing that these COPAs are often detrimental for patient costs, patient care, and healthcare worker wages.

Finally, as part of the FTC’s competition policy work, the agency is reinvigorating its filing of friend-of-the-court briefs. For example, on June 20, the FTC filed an amicus brief in the

---

Second Circuit clarifying the legal standards that apply in certain antitrust cases involving the pharmaceutical sector. The case relates to alleged efforts by branded drug makers to delay competition from generic drugs by compensating the generic drug makers them through payments masked as contemporaneous business deals. The FTC also filed an amicus brief in March relating to potential harms to competition and consumers posed by a brand name drug’s exclusion of generic competition. Last week, the Commission filed an amicus brief in federal district court to address antitrust principles that apply to exclusive dealing and bundling conduct, tracking similar arguments the Commission has made in its own cases.

III. CONSUMER PROTECTION MISSION

As the nation’s primary consumer protection agency, the FTC has a broad mandate to protect the public from unfair or deceptive practices throughout the economy. The FTC works to protect privacy and data security; fight fraud, junk fees, and related harms affecting consumers; combat fraud related to opioid recovery; combat abuse of artificial intelligence; and ensure that domestic manufacturers, independent repairers, and other small businesses have a chance to compete fairly, among other issues.

A. Protecting Every Community from Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices

The FTC is undertaking comprehensive enforcement action to root out fraud and deceptive business practices, including those that target historically underserved communities.

---


1. Reducing the Scourge of Unwanted Calls

The Commission uses every tool at its disposal to combat unwanted calls. The FTC has filed 162 enforcement actions against 546 companies and 438 individuals alleged to be responsible for placing billions of unwanted telemarketing calls to consumers. We have also collected over $393 million in civil penalties and equitable monetary relief from these violators. In cases where perpetrators ran telemarketing scams, the FTC has obtained court orders shutting down these businesses and freezing their remaining assets so that those funds could be returned to consumers. In the past few months, the Department of Justice has filed two lawsuits against VoIP providers on the FTC’s behalf. These VoIP providers facilitated an extraordinary number of illegal calls. In February, DOJ filed a lawsuit against Stratics Networks, which, according to the complaint, offered ringless voicemail services that delivered prerecorded messages directly to consumers’ voicemail boxes. The complaint alleges that just one of the Stratics customers sent 23 million of these messages to consumers. In May, DOJ filed a lawsuit against Xcast Labs. According to the complaint, Xcast transmitted more than 2 billion calls to numbers on the Do Not Call Registry.

---

The FTC is also disrupting foreign-based scammers that bring illegal robocalls into the United States. In April, the FTC announced Project Point of No Entry ("PoNE"), an initiative targeting “point of entry” or “gateway” Voice over Internet Protocol (“VoIP”) service providers. In collaboration with the Federal Communications Commission, the Industry Traceback Group, and state Attorneys General, the FTC identifies point of entry VoIP service providers that are routing or transmitting illegal robocall traffic. The FTC then demands that they stop, warns that their conduct may violate the Telemarketing Sales Rule (“TSR”), and monitors recalcitrant providers, including by conducting law enforcement investigations and filing lawsuits when appropriate.

2. Fighting Opioid Recovery Fraud

The FTC has used the authority Congress gave us in the Opioid Addiction Recovery Fraud Prevention Act (“OARFPA”) to stop companies from exploiting Americans struggling with substance use disorders. In our first OARFPA case, we obtained a $3.8 million civil penalty judgment against R360 based on allegedly deceptive claims to consumers seeking substance abuse treatment. Earlier this year, we announced an OARFPA action against AWAREmed alleging false efficacy claims and obtained a $100,000 civil penalty.

---


3. Combatting Fraud Targeting Older Adults

Protecting older consumers continues to be one of the FTC’s top priorities, which the agency pursues through aggressive law enforcement actions, innovative education and outreach campaigns, extensive research, regulatory initiatives, and collaboration with partners and stakeholders. The FTC has brought a number of actions against companies targeting older adults with allegedly deceptive practices, including around timeshares, sham health plans, and foot pain. In June, the Commission announced a settlement with Publishers Clearing House (PCH) in a case alleging that PCH used “dark patterns” to manipulate consumers—particularly older consumers—into thinking that they needed to make a purchase to enter a sweepstakes or that purchasing would help them win. The Commission also alleged that PCH surprised the same consumers with substantial shipping and handling fees after they were obligated to pay for an order and it was too late to stop a shipment. In addition, as with its work on unwanted calls, the FTC is going after companies that allegedly assist and facilitate scams (like the grandparent and lottery or sweepstakes scams) at scale. The agency’s education and outreach work complements this vigorous enforcement.

During 2022, the FTC updated its most popular\(^{55}\) education campaign, *Pass It On*\(^{56}\) (*Pásalo*\(^{57}\) in Spanish) and promoted it through a series of webinars presented in English and Spanish to thousands of people, including representatives from aging services providers, congressional offices, and the Senior Medicare Patrol program, among others.

Collaborating with stakeholders is another key component of the FTC’s strategies to combat fraud against older adults. In 2022, the FTC established an Advisory Group under the Stop Senior Scams Act that includes representatives from government, industry, and consumer advocacy groups.\(^{58}\) The Advisory Group has launched new initiatives to expand consumer education, improve industry training, identify new technology or other means of detecting and stopping fraud, and develop research on consumer and employee engagement. The FTC also keeps track of new trends impacting older adults through its Senior Fraud Advisory Office, which the FTC created pursuant to the Seniors Fraud Prevention Act of 2022 to advise the Commission on strategies to protect older adults.\(^{59}\) The Commission’s annual report to Congress describes in detail our work for older adults.\(^{60}\)

### 4. Protecting Servicemembers and Veterans

Combatting fraud aimed at servicemembers remains a top priority. In July 2022, in its first case enforcing the Military Lending Act,\(^{61}\) the FTC and a group of 18 states took action against Harris Jewelry, a national jewelry retailer, to stop the company from targeting military

---

\(^{55}\) Since its original launch in 2014, nearly 18 million Pass It On materials have been distributed nationwide in English and Spanish.

\(^{56}\) See [http://www.ftc.gov/PassItOn](http://www.ftc.gov/PassItOn).

\(^{57}\) See [http://www.ftc.gov/Pasalo](http://www.ftc.gov/Pasalo).

\(^{58}\) See Fraud and Scam Reduction Act, Section 101, Division Q of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2022, Pub. L. No. 117-103, [https://www.congress.gov/117/plaws/publ103/PLAW-117publ103.pdf](https://www.congress.gov/117/plaws/publ103/PLAW-117publ103.pdf) (Subtitle A of the Act is referred to as the “Stop Senior Scams Act.”).

\(^{59}\) Id. (Subtitle B of the Act is referred to as the “Seniors Fraud Prevention Act of 2022.”).


\(^{61}\) 10 U.S.C. § 987.
families with illegal financing and sales practices, ultimately requiring the company to pay $10.9 million in refunds and engage in other affirmative assistance to its victims.\footnote{Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC and 18 States Sue to Stop Harris Jewelry from Cheating Military Families with Illegal Financing and Sales Tactics (July 20, 2022), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2022/07/ftc-18-states-sue-stop-harris-jewelry-cheating-military-families-illegal-financing-sales-tactics; see also infra note 75 (discussing action against BurgerIM for deceiving veterans).} The Commission’s efforts to protect military and veteran communities include a vigorous, long-standing educational campaign and close coordination with servicemember and veteran agencies.\footnote{See, e.g., militaryconsumer.gov (launched by FTC and operated in cooperation with Department of Defense Office of Financial Readiness (DoD FinRed) and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s Office of Servicemember Affairs (CFPB OSA)).} This collaborative outreach is the cornerstone of the annual Military Consumer Month,\footnote{See Carol A. Kando-Pineda, Military Consumer Month 2022, FTC (June 27, 2022), https://consumer.ftc.gov/consumer-alerts/2022/06/military-consumer-month-2022.} which the FTC created and manages with its partners, including AARP’s Veterans & Military Families Initiative.\footnote{See AARP, Veterans and Military Families, https://www.aarp.org/volunteer/causes/veterans-military-families/.} The agency also participates in an ongoing working group led by the Department of Veterans Affairs (‘‘VA’’) to alert veterans about current scams.

5. **Combatting Fraud Targeting Speakers of Other Languages**

The FTC has taken action to address deceptive practices that target consumers who speak languages other than English. For example, in June, the FTC sued Ganadores Online and its owners for allegedly scamming Spanish-speaking consumers out of millions of dollars in a real estate and online commerce coaching scheme.\footnote{Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC Acts to Stop Real Estate and Online Commerce Coaching Scheme ‘Ganadores’ Targeting Spanish-Speaking Consumers With Brazen Money-Making Pitches (June 13, 2023), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2023/06/ftc-acts-stop-real-estate-online-commerce-coaching-scheme-ganadores-targeting-spanish-speaking.} According to the FTC’s complaint, the Ganadores scheme has targeted Spanish-speaking consumers using false or unfounded promises that its “infallible system” can help consumers replace their day jobs, and give their families financial independence. Litigation is ongoing. The FTC has also brought actions in the past year against companies whose practices allegedly: deceived Spanish-speakers about home
improvement financing; and used deceptive sales pitches in Spanish, Vietnamese, and Amharic to trap small business owners with surprise exit fees and zombie charges. As part of the Commission’s efforts to provide relevant information to all Americans, the FTC continues to translate all its consumer education materials into Spanish and recently expanded its reach to speakers of other languages with the launch of ftc.gov/languages.

6. Preventing Financial Exploitation

The FTC brought ten federal court actions in recent years against companies that targeted financially insecure consumers and made false credit repair, mortgage, or other debt relief promises, as well as one action against a debt relief payment processor. For example, last September, the FTC and the California Department of Financial Protection and Innovation filed a law enforcement action against several corporate and individual defendants doing business as

Home Matters USA, among other names, for allegedly operating sham mortgage relief services that misled consumers and cost them millions. The federal district court granted a temporary restraining order including an asset freeze against the defendants, and litigation is ongoing. In May, Response Marketing Group, LLC and its principals agreed to a court order that requires them to pay $15 million and permanently bans them from selling money-making opportunities to settle charges by the FTC and the State of Utah that they used false promises to sell consumers a series of expensive real estate investment training programs. In addition, two of the primary real estate celebrities who promoted the training agreed to orders that require them to pay $1.7 million. The Commission also is working closely with the Department of Education to prevent fraud around recent changes to the student loan program and to ensure relief for those affected by deceptive practices by for-profit colleges. In April, the FTC filed lawsuits against a pair of student loan debt relief scams and their principals, alleging that the defendants used false promises of student loan forgiveness to bilk consumers of nearly $12 million since 2019.

---


federal district court entered preliminary injunctions against the defendants, including asset freezes and appointment of a receiver, and litigation is ongoing.

7. **Combatting Junk Fees and Unwanted Charges**

Junk fees are unavoidable charges for products with little or no value that are imposed on consumers with no notice. Consumers can get hit with junk fees at any stage of the purchase process, and companies may use digital dark patterns and other tricks to hide or mask them. These fees undercut honest businesses by making it harder to compete on price and cause harm to consumers who are often surprised and frustrated by unexpected charges. The FTC has initiated two new rulemakings to address this problematic conduct. Last year the FTC published a notice of proposed rulemaking to ban certain junk fees and bait-and-switch advertising tactics that can plague consumers throughout the car-buying experience. The proposal also would require dealers to make key disclosures to consumers, including providing a true “offering price” for a vehicle that would be the full price a consumer would pay, excluding only taxes and government fees.75 Separately, we are exploring a rulemaking to crack down on deceptive or unfair junk fees across multiple industries. We are reviewing thousands of comments we received from the public on the types of junk fees they’ve experienced and the harm caused by such fees.76

The Commission also has proposed to amend the Negative Option Rule to better address deceptive or unfair practices around negative marketing, including perpetual subscriptions,

---


difficulty in cancellation, and failure to obtain consumers’ express, affirmative consent. The proposed rule amendment covers a broad scope of recurring subscriptions and similar arrangements in all media to ensure that sellers provide important information about these contracts up front, obtain consumers’ express informed consent, and provide simple cancellation mechanisms to allow consumers to easily cancel unwanted subscriptions.

Attacking specific problems in this area, the Commission recently sued Amazon for its alleged use of dark patterns to trick consumers into signing up for automatically renewing Prime subscriptions and for knowingly making it difficult for Prime subscribers to cancel their memberships. This matter remains in active litigation.

8. Expanding Consumer and Business Education

The FTC’s Every Community Initiative represents the agency’s coordinated effort to ensure that the FTC is responsive to the needs of historically underserved communities. Through this initiative, the agency has provided historically underserved communities with practical, language-appropriate, and user-friendly educational resources and information to help them spot, avoid, and report scams. The FTC continues to translate all its consumer education materials

---


79 See, e.g., FTC, Consumer Issues Affecting American Indian and Alaska Native Communities (2023), https://www.ftc.gov/reports/consumer-issues-affecting-american-indian-alaska-native-communities (describing expanded targeted education and outreach efforts with American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN) communities nationwide). Agency staff also employed listening sessions with sources trusted in AI/AN communities, built ongoing partnerships with tribal governments and organizations serving AI/AN populations, and created a website—as directed by Congress—to share information on the issues raised. See https://consumer.ftc.gov/features/native-american-communities-spot-avoid-and-report-scams.
into Spanish and recently expanded its reach to speakers of other languages.\textsuperscript{80} All of these Every Community education and outreach efforts are supported by ethnic media telebriefings, in-person roundtables, and paid media campaigns that have led to millions of impressions through print, radio, and digital media.

**B. Safeguarding Consumer Privacy and Strengthening Data Security, and Combatting Abuse of Artificial Intelligence**

The FTC is taking bold steps to safeguard consumer data and move away from the “notice and choice” privacy model. We are particularly focused on health data, children and teens, data security, and market-wide initiatives to strengthen privacy and data security.

1. **Protecting Consumers’ Sensitive Health Data**

The FTC is taking action to address the privacy of health data where HIPAA does not apply, including data shared with direct-to-consumer health websites and apps that can reveal consumers’ medications, visits to providers, and health conditions.

First, the FTC is taking action to ensure that geolocation data that reveals health conditions and other sensitive information is not indiscriminately sold to the highest bidder. In the summer of 2022, FTC staff warned the marketplace that we were prepared to bring enforcement actions to halt the illegal use and sharing of consumers’ geolocation data.\textsuperscript{81} Last August, we filed a complaint against Kochava, Inc., alleging that the data broker compiled massive amounts of users’ geolocation data and then sold it in a format that makes it easy to

\textsuperscript{80} See https://consumer.ftc.gov/features/languages. The 12 languages include: Amharic, Arabic, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), French, Hmong, Korean, Russian, Somali, Spanish, Tagalog, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese.


The Commission has also taken steps to combat unfair or deceptive acts or practices related to the collection and use of consumers’ biometric information and the marketing and use
of biometric information technologies. In May, the Commission issued a policy statement concerning the use of biometric information technologies. The policy statement warns that false or unsubstantiated claims about the accuracy or efficacy of biometric information technologies or about the collection and use of biometric information may violate the FTC Act. The policy statement also warns that a business’s use of biometric information or biometric information technology could be unfair in violation of the FTC Act if the business fails to, among other things, assess foreseeable risks to consumers before collecting biometric information and promptly address those risks. In addition, in June, the Commission brought an action against the genetic testing firm 1Health.io, alleging that the company left sensitive genetic and health data unsecured, deceived consumers about their ability to delete their data, and unlawfully changed its privacy policy by retroactively expanding the types of third parties with which it may share consumers’ data.

2. Protecting Children and Teens

Online services can pose unique risks to children and teens, and the FTC is taking an expansive look at how to protect minors from digital harms, both through the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act Rule (“COPPA”), which protects children under 13, as well as through Section 5 of the FTC Act. For example, we brought a law enforcement action against Epic Games, Inc. (“Epic”)—creator of the popular video game “Fortnite”—alleging that Epic violated COPPA and engaged in an unfair practice by employing default settings that connected

children and teens via voice and text chat to strangers, exposing them to psychological harm.89

This action ultimately resulted in a federal court order securing strong and novel relief for consumers—requiring Epic to adopt strong default privacy settings for children and teens, implement a privacy program subject to outside assessments, and pay a $275 million civil penalty, the largest ever under COPPA.

The Commission also is committed to preventing data abuses around educational technology services and last year issued a policy statement making clear that we would use our full set of authorities to hold firms accountable. Last year, we brought an enforcement action against online learning platform Chegg, Inc., for allegedly failing to properly protect sensitive employee and user data, leading to several data breaches that exposed the personal data of millions of customers. Now under FTC order, Chegg is required to implement strong data security measures, including documenting and following a data collection and retention schedule, providing multifactor authentication or an equivalent authentication method to its customers and employees, and providing customers with access and deletion rights for the information that Chegg collects about them.90

The Commission also announced three significant actions under COPPA in recent months. First, we brought an enforcement action against Amazon, alleging that the company

---


violated COPPA and deceived parents and users of the Alexa voice assistant service by preventing parents from using their deletion rights, keeping sensitive voice and geolocation data for years, and using it for its own purposes, while putting data at risk of harm from unnecessary access. \(^91\) This action made clear that indefinitely retaining data to feed algorithms violates COPPA’s ban on indefinite retention of children’s data. The Commission and the DOJ negotiated a strong proposed federal court order that requires Amazon to pay a $25 million civil penalty, delete inactive child accounts and certain voice recordings and geolocation information, and prohibits the company from using such data to train its algorithms. \(^92\) Second, the Commission charged Microsoft \(^93\) with violating COPPA in connection with its Xbox account registration. To resolve the charges, Microsoft agreed to an order requiring it to pay a $20 million civil penalty and make a number of changes to better protect the privacy of child Xbox users. And the Commission brought a COPPA enforcement action against education technology provider Edmodo for allegedly collecting personal data from children without obtaining their parents’ consent, using that data for advertising, and unlawfully outsourcing its COPPA compliance responsibilities to schools. Under the order, Edmodo is, among other things, 

---


prohibited from requiring students to hand over more personal data than is necessary in order to participate in an online educational activity, which is a first for an FTC order.\textsuperscript{94}

3. Strengthening Data Security

The best way for firms to protect consumers’ data is to not collect it in the first place. Accordingly, several recent Commission data security orders mandate restrictions on what data firms can collect and retain. For example, our recent order against the online alcohol marketplace Drizly, LLC requires the company to minimize the data it collects and keeps from consumers.\textsuperscript{95} Likewise, the settlement with online merchandise platform CafePress requires the company to implement policies to minimize the data it collects, stores, and retains. The CafePress settlement order also requires the company to use secure multi-factor authentication methods.\textsuperscript{96}

The Commission also recently took action against home security camera company Ring, alleging that it compromised its customers’ privacy by allowing any employee or contractor to access consumers’ private videos and failed to implement basic privacy and security protections, enabling hackers to take control of consumers’ accounts, cameras, and videos.\textsuperscript{97} We obtained a federal court order against Ring that requires it to pay $5.8 million, which will be used for consumer refunds, to implement a privacy and data security program, and to delete certain


customer videos and data collected from an individual’s face and any work products it derived from the videos.

4. **Combatting Abuse of Artificial Intelligence**

As companies race to deploy and monetize artificial intelligence, the Commission is taking a close look at how we can best achieve our dual mandate to promote fair competition and to protect Americans from unfair or deceptive practices. As these technologies evolve, we are committed to doing our part to uphold America’s longstanding tradition of maintaining the open, fair, and competitive markets that have underpinned both breakthrough innovations and our nation’s economic success—without tolerating business models or practices involving the mass exploitation of their users. Although these tools are novel, they are not exempt from existing rules, and the Commission will vigorously enforce the laws we are charged with administering, even in this new market.

Artificial intelligence promises to have a profound impact on many aspects of our society, with vast implications for how people live, work, and communicate. The benefits of AI, though, are accompanied by serious risks; AI misuse can violate consumers’ privacy, automate discrimination and bias, and turbocharge imposter schemes and other types of scams. And the rapid development and deployment of AI risks further locking in the market dominance of large incumbent technology firms. The Commission will vigorously use the full range of our authorities to protect consumers from deceptive and unfair conduct and maintain open, fair, and competitive markets in this rapidly evolving technology. Through blog posts and other public pronouncements, the agency is providing timely analysis to market participants and the public. The Commission is poised to move aggressively against businesses that engage in deceptive or unfair acts involving AI and to help ensure that illegal practices do undermine competition and innovative uses of AI.
C. Ensuring Fairness for Workers, Entrepreneurs, and Small Businesses

As American workers and small businesses attempt to recover from the effects of the pandemic, the Commission is taking a comprehensive approach—through enforcement, rulemaking, and advocacy—to ensuring that they are not held back by unfair or deceptive practices.

1. Ensuring Domestic Manufacturers Can Compete Fairly

As many firms look to onshore production and as many consumers look to buy “Made in America” goods, the FTC is taking comprehensive action to protect the integrity of the label and ensure a level playing field for domestic manufacturers. In 2021, the Commission finalized a rule that prohibits the misuse of the “Made in America” label, and the Commission is already taking action to enforce this rule. For example, in 2022, the Commission charged a manufacturer of lithium-ion batteries with falsely labeling its products as “Made in America.”

98 See United States v. Lithionics Battery, LLC, No. 8:22-cv-00868 (M.D. Fla. 2022) (imposing a civil penalty of treble profits on sales of deceptively marketed battery products).

99 See United States v. Axis LED Group, LLC, No. 3:22-cv-01389 (N.D. Ohio 2022) (imposing a civil penalty and suspended redress judgment based on sales of falsely labeled PPE and LED products).


Marketers making false “Made in USA” claims covered by other laws and rules that the FTC enforces also can expect consequences. For example, in the past year we charged companies with making false claims for imported textile products such as apparel and bedding.

We also recently sued a manufacturer of glass baking products for continuing to advertise its products as “Made in USA” during a shift to overseas production at the height of the pandemic.\textsuperscript{102} The FTC continues to carefully monitor the market for false “Made in America” claims and will use all available tools to ensure scammers who cheat consumers, honest businesses, and American workers face heavy consequences for their lawbreaking.

2. Combatting Unfair or Deceptive Practices Affecting Gig Workers

The Commission is making clear that regardless of whether gig workers are treated as employees or independent contractors under labor laws, they are fully protected by the FTC’s prohibition on unfair or deceptive practices. Last year, the Commission issued a policy statement highlighting how traditional principles of consumer protection and competition apply in the gig economy,\textsuperscript{103} and the Commission continues to investigate potential law violations and bring enforcement actions to ensure fairness for these workers. Earlier this year, for example, the Commission issued an order requiring HomeAdvisor to pay up to $7.2 million to contractors who may have been harmed by deceptive claims about the quality and source of the leads the company sells.\textsuperscript{104}

3. Allowing Consumers to Repair their Products and Giving Independent Repairers a Chance to Compete

In May 2021, the Commission submitted a report to Congress entitled \textit{Nixing the Fix: An FTC Report to Congress on Repair Restrictions}.\textsuperscript{105} In the report, the Commission found “scant

\textsuperscript{102} In re Instant Brands LLC, Docket No. C-4788 (Mar. 1, 2023) (imported glass measuring cups advertised as “Made in USA”).

\textsuperscript{103} See FTC, Policy Statement on Enforcement Related to Gig Work (Sept. 15, 2022), \url{https://www.ftc.gov/legal-library/browse/policy-statement-enforcement-related-gig-work}.


evidence” to support manufacturers’ justifications for repair restrictions. The Commission followed this report with three major actions against companies for allegedly imposing unlawful repair restrictions on consumers. The Commission also is exploring other avenues to strengthen consumers’ right to repair, including by supporting state efforts and seeking comment on whether manufacturers should be required to provide consumers with repair instructions.

4. Protecting Franchisees from Unfair or Deceptive Practices

The agency continues to take an integrated approach to franchise issues, undertaking both enforcement and policy initiatives. Last year, for example, we partnered with the DOJ to file a suit against fast-food chain BurgerIM, alleging that the chain made false promises and withheld information required by the Franchise Rule to persuade more than 1,500 consumers, some of them veterans, to purchase franchises. Earlier this year, the agency issued a Request for Information ("RFI") related to franchise agreements and franchisor business practices. The RFI seeks information about the means by which franchisors may exert control over franchisees and their workers. Earlier this year we also launched a consumer education blog series entitled Franchise Fundamentals, in which we highlight for prospective franchisees factors they should

---

106 Id. at 6.
consider when deciding whether to purchase a franchise.\textsuperscript{112} Finally, we are coordinating closely with DOJ and the National Labor Relations Board, and in December 2021 we filed an amicus brief in a class action suit by 7-Eleven franchisees in which we successfully argued that the FTC’s Franchise Rule does not address whether franchisees are employees under Massachusetts law.

5. Shining a Light on Small Business Credit Reports

Credit reports can be make-or-break for small businesses. To better understand this opaque market, the FTC recently voted to issue orders under Section 6(b) of the FTC Act to five business credit reporting agencies, requiring that they provide information about: (1) how they collect and report data on small businesses; (2) how they market their business credit reporting products; and (3) whether and how they address factual errors in the reports.\textsuperscript{113} The 6(b) study will shine a needed light on an industry that has not been reported on extensively but can be critical to the survival of a smaller firm. It will also advance the agency’s broader effort to ensure a fair shot in the marketplace for small businesses and entrepreneurs. The 6(b) study follows the FTC’s April 2022 complaint against and order with Dun & Bradstreet (“D&B”) in which the FTC alleged, among other things, that D&B reported incorrect information about small businesses then failed to provide a clear, consistent, and reliable way for those businesses to get


corrections.\textsuperscript{114} D&B is now subject to an order that bars it from misrepresenting certain types of credit improvement products and mandates better processes for businesses to correct errors.

IV. RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS AND LEGAL CHALLENGES

Despite the many successes highlighted above, we also want to highlight significant headwinds the Commission faces. First, as our work illustrates, Congress has charged the FTC with policing unlawful conduct across a broad swath of the U.S. economy. Although we are at the front lines of many of the most pressing economic issues Americans face today, the number of full-time employees we plan to have at the end of FY2023 will be about 80\% of the number we had at the beginning of 1980, while the nation’s GDP has increased six-fold.\textsuperscript{115} Demands on the Commission continue to grow as we review corporate mergers,\textsuperscript{116} conduct more complex and expensive litigation, receive consumer complaints,\textsuperscript{117} try to stay abreast of transformative technological and market changes, and respond to burgeoning requests for research and


\textsuperscript{115} For example, as of March 2022, the UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office, the principal privacy enforcement agency in the UK, had 944 permanent staff. See Information Commissioner’s Office, Information Commissioner’s Annual Report and Financial Statements 2021-22 (July 2022) at 107, https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/documents/4021039/ico-annual-report-2021-22.pdf. Ireland’s Data Protection Commission, responsible for enforcing the European privacy regulation, had 196 employees as of December 2022. See Data Protection Commission, Annual Report 2022 at 53, https://www.dataprotection.ie/sites/default/files/uploads/2023-03/DPC%20AR%20English_web.pdf. By contrast, the Federal Trade Commission’s Division of Privacy and Identity Protection currently has just 48 employees. Although it is true that FTC employees in other units, including the regional offices, the Division of Enforcement, and the Division of Marketing Practices, contribute to the Commission’s security and privacy efforts, the total number of FTC employees working on these issues is dwarfed by our European counterparts.

\textsuperscript{116} As reflected in the annual report on the Hart-Scott-Rodino premerger program, the agencies reviewed an overwhelming number of HSR-reportable transactions in FY 2021 and issued more “Second Requests” for additional information from the merging parties than the year before, signaling a significant increase in the merger workload. See Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC, DOJ Issue Fiscal Year 2021 Hart Scott Rodino Premerger Notification Report (Feb. 10, 2023), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2023/02/ftc-doj-issue-fiscal-year-2021-hart-scott-rodney-premerger-notification-report. While the number of HSR filings have fallen since the FY2021 peak, they remain high, with filings for over 3200 transactions in FY2022. (Monthly HSR numbers are posted on the FTC website at https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/premerger-notification-program).

investigation of various economic sectors. While we constantly strive to enforce the law to the best of our capabilities, there is no doubt that—despite the much-needed increased appropriations Congress has provided in recent years—we continue to lack sufficient funding. We seek to work with Congress to ensure that the Commission has the resources and tools it needs to vigorously protect the American people.

Second, the FTC faces several significant legal challenges to statutory authorities that have been important tools in executing our mission. The Supreme Court issued its decision in AMG Capital Management v. FTC in April 2021, upending decades of lower court rulings that had held that Section 13(b) of the FTC Act enabled the FTC to pursue equitable monetary relief in federal court. Practically, AMG ended the FTC’s ability to seek monetary relief for consumers in competition matters, most concretely in cases involving anticompetitive conduct by drug companies. In some consumer protection cases, Section 19 of the Federal Trade Commission Act allows the Commission to seek refunds for consumers in federal court either for certain rule violations or in some cases after an administrative proceeding. While this avenue has always been more limited than Section 13(b), it may now face further constraints in light of various legal challenges to the administrative process. Simply put, some companies that profited by deceiving consumers are now able to keep that money. That makes restoring our ability to use Section 13(b) to provide redress to consumers for law violations all the more important.

---

V. CONCLUSION

The FTC remains committed to marshalling its resources efficiently in order to effectively protect Americans from unfair or deceptive practices and unfair methods of competition. We look forward to continuing to work with you, and we would be happy to answer your questions.